P(z) = a n z n + + a,z + α 0 be a C-polynomial. Then | a t \ <> M(P)/2 for i = 0, 1, , n. This conjecture was established in [5] and [6] for all cases except n = 2k and i = k. In [6] another conjecture was raised in this connection. (1) all lie on the exterior of C then |α<| ^ M(P)/2 for n/2 ^ i ^ n. For comparison we add
Conjecture 2. If the zeros of P{z) in

Conjecture 3. If the degree of P(z) in (1) is even n -2k then
The special significance of Conjecture 3 is that it actually is equivalent to Conjectures 1 and 2 but its statement is the most economical. This is summarized in LEMMA 1 . Conjecture 3 implies Conjectures 1 and 2.
Proof, (a) If P(z) is a C-polynomial given by (1) In particular We may also remark that the above mentioned conjectures have corresponding counterparts for trigonometric polynomials TJβ) of degree n with only real zeros. It is easily seen that Conjecture 1 can be stated as an integral inequality (2) where M(T n (θ)) = Max, ei2 1 T n {θ) \. For these polynomials the inequality was conjectured by P. Erdos and established in [6] .
In this note we shall verify Conjecture 3 for several classes of C-polynomials including the family of C-polynomials whose zeros lie on fixed disjoint open arcs of length 2πjn on the unit circle one zero on each arc. Although the proof of the main theorem will focus on this family other classes are mentioned following the proof.
The main results. Let n = 2k. Denote by S o ,
, S 2k^ the open disjoint arcs on the unit circle of length φ = π/k whose endpoint are the wth roots of unity. Also let Si,
, SU-i for ε > 0 sufficient-ly small denote the closed arcs obtained from S o , , S 2 *-i by deleting two symmetric subarcs of length ε on each end. π n and π n>ε shall denote the class of C-polynomials of degree n whose zeros z ό 6 S ά and z ό e Sj respectively (j -0, 1,
We shall consider the values
It is clear that monic C-polynomials P Q and P ε assuming the extremal values a and a ε exist. Moreover they can be chosen such that P o e π n and P ε e π n , ε where the closure is the uniform closure on compact subsets in the plane. We shall write
The zeros of P ε (z) all lie in \JfJo 1 S ε jf they are simple and there is exactly one zero in each of the arcs S}.
In the proof of the main theorem we shall need two auxiliary results. is real on C.
In particular the numbers r ά -R 5 (l)e-π5ί e-{ίθ/2) are real for j = 0, 1, , 2ft -1. Moreover since R o has 2ft simple zeros on the intervals S} the numbers r ό have constant sign. Thus (9) 
where q(z) is a polynomial of degree k and 7 e C. Let w lf I -0, -9 h -1 denote the kth roots of 7. We have by (11) (12) q(w ι ) -ψψl = 1 Wι R[{w ι ) .
kwi ky
By Lemma 2 applied to the analytic functions zR 0 (z) there exists a nonnegative constant c independent of w x such that
Combining (12) and (13) we have
where c x -c/krγ. Hence by (14)
where s(z) is a polynomial of degree &.
By ( It is now easy to evaluate L(R 0 ). For a second degree polynomial t(w) -{w -ζ)(w -ζ) the maximum of | t{w) \ is attained at the points w = I oτ w --lor both. Therefore
is increasing for x > 0. This establishes (6) for the class π 2ktε for all sufficiently small ε (actually one may restrict ε to 0 < ε<τr/2&). The preceeding argument also easily implies (7) for the extremals of τr Λ , ε up to the transformations indicated. Every polynomial in π n is a uniform limit of polynomials in π n , ε as ε -> 0. This completes the proof.
We conclude with a few corollaries. COROLLARY This follows from the fact that only rotations by multiples of π/k were used in the proof of the theorem and the condition above allows the application of Theorem A. As an example consider a Cpolynomial of degree 2k whose zeros have arguments {πj2k ά ± ε s ), j -1, 3, , 2k -1, where e, (0 < e s < π/2k) is a mono tonic sequence of positive numbers.
We finally remark that the method outlined here can be applied to other extremal problems such as the case where the coefficient of the polynomial is arbitrary.
Added in Proof Conjecture 3 in form (2) has been recently established by G. K. Kristiansen in the paper "Some inequalities for algebraic and trigonometric polynomials" J. London Math. Soc. (2), 20 (1979) , 300-314. The estimate of the main theorem of this paper is independent of the above mentioned result.
